Model DA2D

Wireless Closed Door Alert Transmitter
& Receiver

The Mr. Chime,®Inc. Model DA2D is a battery operated entry alertt
chime, magnetically activated sensor, that transmits a wireless
signal to a remote receiver over 200' away, that emits a choice off
two different volume controlled, pleasant electronic door chime
alerting sounds.
The DA2D door chime activates only when the door is opened and
does not activated when the door is closed or left open. Ideal doorr
chime for doors that are always closed i.e. (Doctor, Lawyer, Dentist,
Child alert, Wandering alert for the elderly, food services or etc.)
Specially designed for simple do-it-yourself installation on all types
of doors, includes velcro fasteners for quick secure mounting
without drilling or the use of screws. The newly developed
non-directional antenna greatly reduces 'dead spots' to make
installation easier and increase reliability for all entry alert chime
r
applications. Includes a plug in cable to connect an “optional” after
hour door bell button (not included) for the business that desires an
daytime door announcer and a night time door bell all in one system.

www.mrchime.com

Mr. Chime,® Inc. Patented micro technology provides "maximum"
performance with "minimum" size & price.
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FEATURES:
The DA2D is battery operated and is activated magnetically. When activated it
provides a pleasant electronic chime sound, only one time when the door is opened
and does not continue while the door is left open and does not sound when the door
is closed.
The door sensor (Model DA2T pictured next to a dime for size reference) transmits a
wireless signal to a remote receiver over 200 feet away, that emits a choice of two
different volume controlled, pleasant electronic sounds.

DING DONG
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The Model DA2T (Sensor/transmitter), uses (1) 12v battery A-23 (included) and has
a Patented low battery consumption design making it the best available.
The DA2D (receiver/sounder) has a (12 volt output) for many plug-in accessories,
with 3 selectable output timers to regulate the time duration of the accessory being
used.
The DA2D has personal codes to eliminate signals by other units in the close
proximity.
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The DA2D is available with an optional customer counter for tracking customer flow
into stores or fitting rooms (Model DARC)
The DA2D is wireless and does not require any electrical wiring.
Optional third alerting sound is available (MODEL PA1) for freight delivery alerting,
using our wireless door bell (MODEL DA5T) in conjunction with this basic system.
ALERT ALERT ALERT
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